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From its beginnings in 2006, 
thatgamecompany has aimed to create 

games that enrich the lives of their players.  
Each consecutive game has pushed the 
boundaries of the potential within video 
games further- whether in artistry, story, or 
mechanics.  In all, the primary goal of TGC is 
to create timeless interactive entertainment 
that makes a positive impact on the human 
mind worldwide.  The visual identity of the 
company is designed to support and contribute 
to the fulfillment of this mission.

Our Mission

 ◘ To create a more cohesive and 
recognizable brand identity

 ◘ To provide examples of 
implementation and allowable 
variations of the logo

Objectives of these guidelines:
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54 Logo Description
Thatgamecompany is known for creating some of the most unique 
and visually beautiful games in the industry, dealing with themes 
of growth/decay, rebirth, connection, environmentalism, and hope, 
etc.  The logo is designed to mirror the elegant styles and mysterious 
atmospheres of these games, and encourages a reflective mood. 

A deep blue-green 
background allows the 
delicate icon to come to 
life in the foreground. 

The icon appears to be 
bursting left from the 
typography on the right.

The “seeds” help guide 
the eye through to the 
typography.

The typography reflects 
the width and colors of 
the icon.

The font “Century 
Gothic” has been 
carefully chosen for its 
openness and simplicity 
to contrast the icon.

The icon itself is 
stylized to evoke many 
interpretations.

A subtle glow around 
the icon ties it to a 
common visual theme 
in TGC’s games.

A large amount of open 
space helps give a 
sense of balance and an 
atmosphere of quietness 

thatgamecompany

There are two acceptable arrangements for the symbol with 
the typography.  The first (A) is the primary horizontal 
arrangement  with the full company name.  The second (B) is 
a square format with company name initials on the left of the 
symbol rather than the right.  Each arrangement is to be used 
in the specified situations:

Arrangements

tgcthatgamecompany

A) This arrangement is the official full logo.  It should be used 
in these situations:
●  When the space available equals or exceeds minimum size 
and space specifications (see page)
●  Where the focus is on promoting company rather than game
●  As the opening logo before game trailers or before main     
screen of game
●  When the dark blue background can be extended to the 
edges of the layout

B) The square arrangement 
is a useful version to use in 
these situations:
●When the amount of space 
falls under the minimum size 
specifications.
●When the focus is on a game 
but a logo is still desirable.
●When the full company 
name is not needed.



Clear Space
A minimum amount of clear space devoid of other 
typography or distracting elements must always 
surround each arrangement of the logo. See page 7 
for specifications regarding the standard ratio of logo 
to background space for widescreen ratios.
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tt The white “t”s indicate the 
minimum ratio of the dark 
blue background to the logo.  
An additional minimum clear 
space equaling the height of one 
“t” (of the same size as in the 
typography of the logo) must 
surround the logo/background 
space on each side.  

A clear space equalling the height 
of one “t” must surround the square 
format logo on each side.  The 
background must always extend to the 
left and below the typography, and on 
the right side at a width of a “c”.
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Sizing
The size of the full logos should not fall below what is specified 
for each type.  The widescreen ratio is to be used as the official 
introduction logo in-game and in promotional videos.

3/8” x 3/8”

16/8 " x 7/8"
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9Color Alternatives
These alternatives must only be used in cases where the use of the 
standard colors is not possible or where otherwise specified.

Color plays a crucial role in the identity of thatgamecompany.  
The deep blue background communicates mystery, maturity, and 
depth, while the contrasting glowing brightness of the light blue 
and gold help give an air of wonder, energy, and life.  

Colors

thatgamecompany

PANTONE 5395 c PANTONE 7401 c PANTONE 3255 c

C=2.44%  M=10.11%
Y=40.89% K=0%

C=88.83%  M=72.98%
Y=55.87% K=67.43%

C=64%  M=0%
Y=32.23% K=0%
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Single Color
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thatgamecompanythatgamecompany

Grayscale versions are to be used only on black 
backgrounds.  For gray, k(black content)=60%

R=224 G=224 B=164

R=34 G=211 B=197

R=35 G=107 B=108

R=11 G=31 B=44

Transparent square logos may be used 
on merchandise and promotional items.

The dark blue can be used on a range of light 
backgrounds, while the light blue can be used on a range 

of dark backgrounds, as shown.  Full black or full white 
symbols/typography may also be used respectively.

tgc tgc

Page Background:
Logo:Pantone 5395/ Opacity 4%
C=37.5% M=0% Y=19% K=0%



1110 The typography of the logo is an important aspect of its identity.  The 
round openness of Century Gothic supports the atmosphere of quietness 
the company wants to portray.  The typography may be used separately 
from the symbol on merchandise or in combination with the square logo.

Typography Imagery
Promotional imagery should use well composed, high resolution 
in-game screenshots that convey the visual beauty of TGC's games.

thatgamecompany
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Secondary Typography: 
CENTURY
For body copy and numbering (as in this booklet), the 
font "Century" should be used, always in a smaller 
size than Century Gothic.  The thick and thin lines of 
the font echo the style of the logo symbol.

Symbol:
The symbol can be used in a variety of 
ways and is much less restricted when 

used alone. Symbol use is detailed in 
the applications section.

The watermark is a white version of the 
TGC symbol with opacity lowered to 60%.  It 
should be placed in the lower right corner as 

*Acceptable backgrounds/logo placement: 
  see pg 12, 13 section g-h

In situations where the company name is needed, 
the logo side bar device should be used to keep 
screenshots uncluttered.  They can be placed on 
the left side or bottom, and use a combination of 
the square logo and the company name.

Watermarked Images Logo Sidebars

tgc
thatgamecompany
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1312 Official artwork and illustrations may also be 
used.  Illustrations should be minimalist and the 
typography or logo should be placed on uncluttered 
backgrounds.  The logo's colors should be adjusted 
to suit the background colors and should not be 
highly contrasted with the background.  Focus is 
primarily on the image and the title of the game.

Imagery Contd. Incorrect Use
TGC's logo use is flexible to encourage creativity, but it must 
follow the basic guidelines of this booklet.

thatgamecompany

tgc

thatgamecompany

J O U R N E Y
tgc

J O U R N E Y
thatgamecompany

tgc

thatgamecompany

thatgamecompany

thatgamecompanytgc

tgc

A-B

C-D

E-F

G-H

A-B: Logos must not be 
stretched or cut in any 
way unless specified.

C-D: Typography/Symbol 
combinations must not be 
flipped.

E-F: Colors of the 
primary symbol/
typography arrangements 
must follow the 
specifications of this 
booklet.

G: Transparent logos 
must not be placed over 
busy backgrounds.

H: When placed over an 
image, do not use the 
primary logo colors.



14 A unique feature of TGC's branding is the flexibility 
of the logo in secondary branding.  Here the logo is 
allowed to be altered to suit the unique branding 
of each individual game.  The logo may be split, 
patterned, combined, or changed in color.  However, 
the logo's style must remain recognizable, and 
tastefully reflect elements of the game itself.

Sample Designs

1. Journey
Here the design reflects the cloak design of the main 
character of Journey.  It uses the typography and red 
and gold colors of the game while using a pattern made 
up of a segment of the TGC symbol.

2. Flow
This is a sample of what an in-game screenshot 
may look like, incorporating the logo into the 
game's intro or end credits.  There is also the 
possibility for the logo to be interacted with.

3. Flower
Here the symbol is combined and repeated to create 
flowers.  Applications may include packaging and 
promotional materials.

Secondary Branding

Applications



1716 Business cards are shown here in actual size. 

5. The business card doubles its promotional 
power with a peel-off vinyl logo decal on the 
front.  The same design remains underneath 
the decal.

1. The card features both the full version 
of the logo and the square format to 
increase visual identity awareness. 

2. Two opposite rounded corners helps set 
the card apart from others.
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Business Cards Business Letters
Use only special TGC paper and envelopes 
when sending official business letters.

thatgamecompany

3. Card is printed on 100lb Reflections Cover 
II, Super Premium #1 by Consolidated

4. The logo symbol here is used as an 
integral part of the composition. Cropping 
the symbol at different scales is a recurring 
element of TGC's branding.

thatgamecompany LLC
1524 Cloverfield Blvd
Santa Monica, CA 90404-3545
(310) 453-4906

thatgamecompany
tgc

11"

8.5" 1" 1" 8.5"

11"

2.25"

2.25"

tgc thatgamecompany

thatgamecompany LLC
Santa Monica, CA 90404

Hope E. Wall
16638 223rd Ave

Big Lake, MN 55309

tgc

Red line indicates  
letter imprint area.

Font: Century

Size: 12, 1.5 line space

Paper
Halopaque Satin

Blue White 7016 Text

100% Recycled Fiber



1918 In keeping with TGC's environmental 
messages, the vehicle of choice is a Tesla 
Model S electric car.  The vehicle wrap 
design features the symbol and company 
name on the drivers side and a scaled 
up portion of the symbol on the other 
creating a memorable and unique visual.

Note: Graphic on drivers side wraps to hood 
while passenger side only wraps to top of trunk.

Vehicle Signage
Interior
Interior signage includes the square logo under 
plexiglass and metal typography that extends 
from the wall.  A vinyl graphic of a cross-section 
of the symbol is placed behind the signage.

Exterior
Exterior entrance signage includes a back-lit, full 
logo that extrudes slightly from the background.  
Surrounding plants are chosen to compliment the  
stylization of the logo.

thatgamecompany

1524 Cloverfield Blvd1524 Cloverfield Blvd

thatgamecompany

1
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1. Allium Schubertii

2. Artemesia Silver Mound

3.  Natural Mulch

thatgamecompanythatgamecompany



2120 Promotional items should be well made to reflect 
the qualities of the company.  Keychains and 
pens as shown here can be given away at gaming 
events and exhibitions.

Promotional Items Merchandise
In addition to merchandise corresponding with 
each game,  merchandise may be sold with TGC 
branding.  Shown here are several samples of 
designs for clothing items.

Keychain
Made of plasic, the square logo is printed on all 
sides.  A small button on the bottom allows the cube 
to be lit from the inside, light shining through the 
semi-transparent typography and symbol.

Designs are best suited to screen printing, 
however embroidered designs may be used for 
smaller logo applications.  When the square logo 
or typography is used it should be featured clearly 
and prominently.  The logo symbol may be used 
less restrictively, as a wrap-around for example.

The typography may run the length of the     
sleeve on long-sleeved shirts.

Pen
The pen is high quality, the 
company name and graphic printed 
beneath a plastic coating.



2322 Additional merchandise may include hats, mugs, 
fabric totes, among other high quality items.

An embroidered logo may be used on fabric tags on 
clothing and bags.

Note: In-game logo may 
be modified to suit the 
circumstance of the game

The full company name should 
be present on the case, but the 
full logo should not be used on 
the front or side of the case

Beanies and caps may also use embroidered logos 
and a variety of creative designs using the symbol.

All new merchandise designs must be 
approved by the Marketing Department.

Merchandise Packaging

In-Game

On physical game cases, it is 
recommended to use the square 
logo and typography.  The logo 
should be unobtrusive to the 
image on all sides.

The logo may be used within 
games in a variety of ways.  As 
an example, the interactive end 
credits of Flower could utilize 
the TGC logo and set it within 
the game-world itself.
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